Bringing community together

or ride to the festival

Dunsborough Foreshore
www.dunsboroughprogress.com.au

Arts Festival Program
Friday 1 March
5.30pm onwards

Busselton Fringe Festival—3 shows Book:www.busseltonfringe.com.au
Dunsborough Hall, Gifford Road

6.00pm

Opening of Arts Festival and Small Sculpture Prize awards
Christian Fletcher Gallery, Dunn Bay Road

7.00pm

Film on the Foreshore—The Castle
Stage, Dunsborough Foreshore

Saturday 2 March
10.30am
Sales until 7.00pm

Sculpture by the Bay and Awards Ceremony, exhibition and sales
Dunsborough Foreshore and Seymour Park

9.00am-4.30pm

Small Sculpture Prize exhibition and sales
Christian Fletcher Gallery, Dunn Bay Road

9.00am-3.00pm

Pop up Art Exhibition , Art Sale and demonstrations
Dunsborough Art Society Rooms, Gifford Road

10.00am-11.30am
2.00pm-3.00pm

Have a Go! Public Mural and Artworks Sale
Dunsborough Arts Society, Grass area, Dunsborough Foreshore

10.00am-11.00am

Drumming Performance and Workshop
Grass area, Dunsborough Foreshore

11.00am-12.00pm

Belly Dancing Performance and Workshop
Grass area, Dunsborough Foreshore

1.00pm-3.00pm

St Mary MacKillop College Music Students
Stage, Dunsborough Foreshore

1.00pm-3.00pm

Suitcase Circus Performance and Workshop
Grass area, Dunsborough Foreshore

1.30pm

Artist Talk and display—Sculptor, Jason Spriggs
Deck area, Seymour Park

Afternoon—weather
permitting

Kite Flying Demonstration—Mike Fowler
Dunsborough Foreshore, Beach area

5.30pm-8.30pm

Classics by the Bay—First up ‘’Friendly folk’ and local jazz band duo ‘So
What’ as the sun sets across Geographe Bay!
Stage, Dunsborough Foreshore. NO BYO. Food and Bar available

5.30pm onwards

Busselton Fringe Festival—4 shows Book:www.busseltonfringe.com.au
Dunsborough Hall, Gifford Road

Sunday 3 March
All day
Sales until 7.00pm

Sculpture by the Bay exhibition and sales
Dunsborough Foreshore and Seymour Park

9.00am-4.30pm

Small Sculpture Prize exhibition and sales
Christian Fletcher Gallery, Dunn Bay Road

9.00am-3.00pm

Art Market
Grass area, Dunsborough Foreshore

9.00am-3.00pm

Pop up Art Exhibition, Art Sale and demonstrations
Dunsborough Art Society Rooms, Gifford Road

10.00am-11.30am
2.00pm-3.00pm

Have a Go! Public Mural and Artworks Sale
Dunsborough Arts Society, Grass area, Dunsborough Foreshore

10.00am-11.30am

Dunsborough X-Factor
Stage, Dunsborough Foreshore

10.30am

Artist Talk and display—Sculptor, Jason Spriggs
Deck area, Seymour Park

1.00pm-3.00pm

St Mary MacKillop College Music Students
Stage, Dunsborough Foreshore

1.00pm-3.00pm

Suitcase Circus Performance and Workshop
Stage, Dunsborough Foreshore

2.30pm onwards

Busselton Fringe Festival—2 shows Book:www.busseltonfringe.com.au
Dunsborough Hall, Gifford Road

5.30pm—9.00pm

Rhythms by the Bay— Brooke Kelly followed by Welcome to Country,
Josh Whiteland, Koomal Dreaming (sunset). Local band ‘So What’
joins us again for a new set of dancing music!
Stage, Dunsborough Foreshore. NO BYO. Food and Bar available

Monday 4 March
All day to 2.00 pm
2.00pm
Sales until 2pm

Sculpture by the Bay exhibition and sales
JMW People’s Choice Award presented
Dunsborough Foreshore and Seymour Park

9.00am-1.30pm
1.30pm

Small Sculpture Prize exhibition and sales
Christian Fletcher’s People’s Choice Award presented
Christian Fletcher Gallery, Dunn Bay Road

9.00am-3.00pm

Pop up Art Exhibition, Art Sale and demonstrations
Dunsborough Art Society Rooms, Gifford Road

Brought to you by the Volunteers of the Dunsborough
Progress Association. Support us with a gold coin donation.

Sculpture by the Bay Catalogue
BB01. Wayne Smith. $750. Harmony. H320xW120xD57.
Inspired by the shapes that surround us in everyday life, I work sheet metal panels into three dimensional
forms that display both a sense of fluidity and solidness.
BB02. Adam English. $,9,500. And Your Heart Will Fly Away. H260xW35XD210.
‘’And your heart will fly away’’ is a line out of a Van Morrison song. A mx of recycled steel, handmade
steel feathers and a recycled spark plug head.

BB03. Sean van de Poel. $7,500. Inflection. H105xW500xD500.
‘’Inflection’ seeks to provide a sense of wonder, curiosity and playfulness while giving users the opportunity to express their musicality and create an accompanying soundscape using the artwork.
BB04. Susanne Morphett. $3,000. Shore. H220xW220x300.
One beach. One bay. One storm.
BB05. Nature’s Atelier.’ NFS. Austracantha Minax. The Jewel Christmas Spider. H150xW200xD200
Geodesic Dome construction of painted sticks by the children of Nature’s Atelier. Inspired by its beauty
under the microscope, we transformed the micro to the macro by building a spider cubby made from
natural materials found in the surrounding bush. This artwork celebrates community, collaboration,
childhood and connection to nature.
BB06. Tony Heritage. $4,800. A Need for Speed. H110xW84xD188.
I enjoy working with metal and decided to do a different take of a child’s trike with some steampunk
items added.
BB07. Ross Hall. $2,700. Over the Shoulder. H140xW110xD140.
What are her secrets? Can I read into her soul? A ringside view of a modest beauty.
BB08. Greg Banfield. $2,400. Friends. H240xW5XD80.
The tilt of the head, the sway of the body, the physical language between people—the strong indicators
of ‘friends’. This shou sugi ban piece is made from jarrah.
BB09. Corinne Berset. $900. Kimberley Resilience. H130xW35XD80.
The juxtaposition of Kimberley stone and the flower create a sense of time, beauty and resilience. The
striations of the stone contain a geological record that spans millions of years.
BB10. Jill Warnock. $7,500. Loggerheads Dichotomy. H160xW160xD120.
Loggerheads Dichotomy exemplifies the juxtaposition of old and new technology, and between traditional and contemporary art. A nineteenth century wagon wheel and chain are depicted together with plastic and aluminium.
BB11. John Kingdon. $1,500. Seed of Life. H200xW200xD200.
Recycled wine barrel hoops are reincarnated to portray our life journey, with bands representing the
circular pathways we take, eventually leading to the opening of mature age, wisdom and understanding.
BB12. Greg Strachan. $4,600. Dancing in the Rain. H240xW180xD180.
A fun interpretation of Vivian Greene’s quote ‘Life isn’t about waiting around for the storm to pass.. Its
about learning to dance in the rain.’’
BB13. Lyn Ward. $1,100. The Museum. H150xW25xD165.
Oceans, coastlines, the land, flora and fauna– elements of our home worth preserving in situ, rather than
having to visit vestiges of it in a museum one day.

BB14. Greg Gelmi. $3,200. Family. H180xW200xD200.
Family living together as one. As a family we are all individuals, we are different, the way we act, the way
we look, whatever happens we are Family—living.
BB15. Daniel Fisher. $10,000. The Guardian. H250xW150xD150.
Legend speaks of a great mystical owl that watches over a magical tree. What secrets lie within?
BB16. Chris Harding. $5,760. Spectre. H123xW45xD127.
‘Spectre’ has been carved from Scotish grey granite, polished then mounted on rough-hewn Scottish pink
granite. These incredibly hard igneous rocks were formed some 50 million years ago. Ghostly remnants
displaying the enduring spirit of an ancient landscape.
BB17. Kerry Walker. $2,200. Waiting for a Bus. H100xW100 xD120.
At a bus stop I saw two people waiting and I wondered… Were they known to each other? Where were
they going? Did they speak to each other? If so, what did they talk about.
BB18. Britta Sorensen. $1,250. Magic Carpet. H10xW190xD310.
Magic carpets are for fantasies. They take you to places of imagination and dreaming, prayer or meditation. This one recycles the fabrics of previous lives into a new, colourful story.
BB19. Theresa Townsend. $150. Pass the Salt.. H80xW130xD230.
‘Pass the Salt’ is a statement about how we have become desensitized, acceptingthe many deaths on our
roads each year. If there were this many shark deaths there would be outrage.
BB20. Jodie Ditchburn. $1,100. Olivia Jade—Hoping for rain. H163xW56 xD56.
Olivia Jade is from a farming background where they’re always waiting, hoping for rain. She’s made from
materials found on the farm. Giving new life to old pieces is much like the rain does to our land.
BB21. Dennis Wilson. $6,300. The Wattles—Birds and Bushes. H240xW260xD260.
Wattle birds and bushes, native to the Australian bushland.
BB22. John Flesher. $1,300. Ferric #7. H135xW60xD60.
A symmetrical synthesis of salvaged, recycled and new components.

BB23. John Sanders. $15,500 . Horse of the Sea. H185xW84xD84.
This Horse of the Sea, with some imagination, shows us how horses may have evolved.
BB24. Tony Davis. $20,000. Vessel. H130xW120XD300.
A vessel with the promise of mysterious containment, awaiting to embark and germinate in our minds.
BB25. Kashmir Rouw. $10,000. Stone Shell Spiral. H180xW180xD90.
I work predominately in stone. Inspired by the environment and mans’ connection to the processes that
shape our coastline and landscape.
BB26. Patricia Hines. $4,500. Beach Bird. H60xW60xD150.
The ‘flotsam’ and ‘jetsam’ was collected over a span of 30 years by a friend who fossicked on local beaches. All of these items may have been in the ocean for up to 100 years. The bird’s shape is representative
of the Common Bronze Wing Pigeon.
BB27. Tamara Aurora. $3,333. H200xW150xD150 Quantum Evolution.
He birthing of the new earth gaia.. A collective dreaming into existence of a new dimensional earth, resonating in complete harmony with nature and her natural laws.
BB28. James Horsley. $7,200. Commotion in the Ocean. H155xW230xD65.
‘There’s a curious commotion at the bottom of the ocean. I think we ought to go and take a look…’. Giles
Andreae.

BB29. Larissa Izakovic. $3,200. Colour Wheels. H195xW100xD110.
Colour Wheel combines salvaged materials with stained glass to create a whimsical play with the elements
and a riot of colour. Watch the colours change as it interacts with the changing position of the sun. Colour
Wheels is made to move and interplay with our dynamic environment.
BB30. Lily Mercer. $1,400. Hello Possum. H60xW50xD50.
Ngwayir, Pseudocheirus occidentalis or Western Ringtail possum is critically endangered and likely to become extinct in the absence of intervention. Perhaps Penelope will help this possum’s plight.
BB31. Merle Topsi Davis. $3,750. Sea Enemies. H100xW200xD250.
I create these vessels from beach find plastics, floats and discarded polypropylene fishing ropes to draw
attention to the environmental disaster that this waste is causing to our oceans.
BB32. Neil Jones. $5,200. Peppermind Flavoured Banksias. H180xW65xD65.
A portrait of local flora, slightly out of left field.
BB33. Lesley Barrett. $2,500. The Gale. H220xW50xD190.
Saling on the crest of a wave—tap dripping—The Gale sails on!
BB34. Margaret Rees. $950. Cast Out of Society. H170xW130xD170.
The woman and her dog are outcasts, shunned by society for not fitting the mold. Literally cast from rejected rubbish, they stand as a monument to the devastation of waste.
BB35. Dunsborough Primary School. $600. City of Light. H70xxW60xD60.
Dunsborough Primary has created a hand-built city. Students have constructed clay buildings and filled
with solar powered fairy lights so that when the sun goes down it’s a ‘City of Light’.
BB36. Richard Aitken. $2,400. Dunsborough. H240xW140xD90.
My abstract easel encompassing the two images in my mind when I think of this beautiful place. The ocean
an everchanging wonder and the bush with its natural sounds of serenity.
BB37. Justin Webb. $3,800. Have you lost your Marbles? H160xW100xD100.
Perched. Here I live. Dripping in toxicity. Just trying to survive. Death is near. Please love me.
BB38. Voytek Kozlowski. $12,000. Funky Fish. H1220xW270xD30.
Sometimes we just need to stop for a moment and listen.
BB39. Alan Meyburgh. $7,200. Haven. H350xW250 xD250.
This significant and functional sculpture, created from recycled materials, makes a bold statement and
stands as a showcase as to what the south-west has on offer. The ‘hammock’ signifies the recreation enjoyed by many, while the ‘trees’ enhance people’s experiences, and they provide a haven for wildlife!
BB40. Our Lady of the Cape Primary School. NFS. Our Values. H180xW200xD200.
We strived to visually document the unique land that surrounds us and the values that define us as a community.
BB41. Emma Headley. $599. Twisty Treescape. H50xW50xD50.
As the wind moves the geometric shaped frames and the sunlight shines upon each of them, quirky abstract shadows are cast giving the impression of twisted treelike branch structures.
BB42. Cornerstone Christian College. NFS. A response to Lance Balchin’s ‘Aquatica; a beginners field
guide’. H170xW170xD200.
These mechanical interpretations of marine life were inspired by Lance Balchin’s “Aquatica; a beginners
field guide’. We hope you enjoy examining them, just as much as we enjoyed making them.
BB43. Anita Revel. $6,000. It Takes All Sorts. H200xW40XD.
It takes all sorts of people to create a community—a melting pot ofs shapes, sizes colour and beliefs. But in
the end we are ALL LOVE. This is a sweet representation of the hardiness, tolerance, connection and LOVE
that abounds in our neighbourhood.

BB44. Anne Grotian. $1,900. The Black Stallion. H66xW38xD64.
Hroses are a strong part in my body of work. In this sculpture I want to show the point where the past
movement shows the way to the next and creates a new quality of static, movement and balance. It also
shows my other interest: abstraction and architecture.
BB45. Carolyn Thomas. $2,250. Catch of the day. H278xW100xD100.
‘Catch of the day’ comprises all recycled objects that have been found lying around, free to pick up and
reuse as an item of art.

Small Sculpture Prize Catalogue
SS1. Merle Topsi Davis. $300. Reef Anomalies. Recycled marine rope
Recently found fragments of bleached corals with unusual dead growth highlighted how plastics smothering the reef, as well as global warming, & other environmental factors, were contributing to this recent
global phenomena. These vessels draw attention to the anomalies occurring to the natural balance within
the ocean today and are designed to confront the viewer with the ironic juxtaposition of subject matter and
medium, and the gravity of this implication.
SS2. Valma Rhodes. $950. Rolling Seas. H15xW15xD15. Sterling silver.
This work represents the seagrasses and waves of the coast south of Cape Naturaliste. This area is the only
place where seagrasses exist with large powerful waves. The clear waters permit the sun to penetrate 30
metres deep, enabling the seagrasses to grow.
SS3. Sue Smorthwaite. $980. Hybrid. Merino wool, flower wire, threads, hand-dyed kangaroo bones.
Aristotle said “the whole is more than the sum of its parts”. Hybrid investigates and celebrates the exotic
shapes found in our local Flora and Fauna which combine different successful components to evolve into
new and adapted forms. We all come from different backgrounds and experiences. By working together for
the good of the whole community, we can be happier and better prepared to evolve for future challenges.
SS4. Christine Baker. $400. Drowning Woman. H25xW20xD37. Fired clay.
A reflection of the struggles of daily life.
SS5. Ross Hall. $1,500. Beauty is only skin deep. H29xW16xD16. 100% Recycled aluminium.
Life in some developing countries is tough and the environment is harsh. This work was produced using
100% recycled aluminium and by the vanishing foam method for casting.
SS6. Lesley Barrett. $1,200. Wilma. H31xW17xD39. Recycled steel and bronze.
Many sculptures start out with a steel armature and clay… and so began Wilma. Made from recycled steel
laser offcuts which were, polished, galvanised and painted. Bronze 'character pieces' tails, ears and back fin
were attached and patina applied to give colour. The overall finish has a hint of humour with a taste of
gentle sensitivity and a lasting and lingering but piquant personality!
SS7. Nita Pratt. $120. Raoul the Owl. H50xW40xD40. Hebel stone.
Raoul is a creature of the night. The work was inspired by a group of owls by French sculptor, Manoli,
whose sculpture gardens invoke a fascinating insight into the possibilities of small sculptural works. Working in Hebel enables me to experiment and refine my 3D sculptural skills. This material is weatherproof.

SS8. Rachel Wyder. $1,800. Dolugup Dragon Dreaming. Forged steel, sealed, polished, lacquered.
Forged out of steel, Dolugup Dragon Dreaming is a vessel created using traditional blacksmithing techniques. This mythical ship sails the treacherous seas near Castle Bay. It is adrift and lost; caught between
times and worlds. Listen carefully and you might hear Castle Rock beckoning this ancient vessel towards the
Dolugup Brook of Dunsborough.
SS9. Greg Banfield. $660. Pants Too Big. H50xW14xD3. Jarrah wood.
This work is made from recycled jarrah, once part of a shearing shed, in a time when pants were handed
down from child to child …. and often were far too big. The pants are heat treated using the “shou sugi ban” technique.
SS10. Corinne Berset. $1,800. Lady and Sir Diamond. H26xW25.5xD7. Bronze.
A diamond in english language means a gem stone and also a geometric shape. In french, a geometric shape
like a diamond is called 'losange'. Symbolically the diamond shape represents life, a union, sharing, protection, fertility and a transmission of knowledge. Placing, inside these two characters, this 'see through' looking like a diamond heart, expressing all these symbolisms, what a message for a love match .
SS11. Justin Webb. $880. Trapped. H40xW40. Weathered tools and implements.
Not going anywhere, Cannot leave, All as one, Bound by gravity and atmosphere, We can work it out, We
can do anything.
SS12. Lyn Ward. $520. The Sentinel. H42xW30xD30. Recycled materials, plaster, paint.
Sentinel: standing guard and keeping watch over this small dot in space which we call home; to be forewarned, to listen, to learn, to take heed so that we may be sustained and nourished and thrive. The simple
materials used to make this work speak metaphorically to empathy, compassion, understanding and respect. The sentinel does not stand alone but stands with and is the body of the earth - they anchor and are each other.
SS13. Alan Meyburgh. $750. Signal. H50xW19xD19. Mild steel.
This work is intended to create a focal point for discovery by the viewer. Remaining true to the medium, this
work has been carefully constructed using selected shapes of recycled mild steel. Using positive and negative space is something this artist is ever mindful of and the subtle use of curved lines links this piece with
the artist's love for the environment. The overall composition and aesthetics brings it all together.
SS14. Michel Bruyer. $1,850. Dive in the Bay. H53xW17. Jarrah and Marri wood.
The idea came quickly when I visited a beach. I noticed a person on a pier preparing to dive. His legs were
close and long, his arms protected his head and he was facing the water. Now the body formed an aerodynamic curved silhouette and in an instant it took the life of an arrow disappearing into the abyss. It was beautifully executed.
SS15. Leonie Ladhams. $620. Form Devine. H30xW20xD40. Soap stone.
I have a passion for stone sculpting as I enjoy working with a variety of carving tools to produce a smooth
tactile 3D form from the craggy original piece. This piece of stone suggested a reclining female form.
SS16. Britta Sorensen. $870. Shelter. H30xW35xD35. Wire, fabric, fibres.
‘shelter’ is about seeking and finding a sense of peace in our busy lives, about losing singularity, merging
with wondrous nature and a safe place.
SS17. Tony Davis. $1,200. Quiescence. H13xW19xD10. Corten steel and wood.
Quiescence embodies a compository of forms and things associated with the seashore; sails, fins, wings,
nets, surfboards. Its form and inclination references motion and gesture associated with these. As a metaphor for negative space, whilst occupying the space around the enclosed form, it provides an additional
interplay of light, a crucial element in allowing sculpture to be anything but static as it shares our environment.
SS18. Chris Tate. $595. Bali Bogan. H35xW21xD20. Unfired clay.
Bali Bogan was inspired by observing Australian tourists behaving badly in Bali. The small clay model is a
metamorphosis derived from a typical stone carving of the Hindu deity Vishnu and an Australian tourist.
When asked what he thought of Australian tourists, a Balinese taxi driver replied very diplomatically that he
understood Australians have a very different culture and beliefs to Balinese people.

SS19. Anne Grotian. $900. Study of Cats. H50xW40xD40. Clay , wood.
I work singularly with clay and look into the potential of clay as artistic medium. I am influenced by the
North German sculpture Ernst Barlach, later by Egyptian art. In the surface of the work you see that Giacometti means a lot to me. The motive of animals had a space in sculpture through the centuries. In Egyptian
art the cat is of importance. My work is part of a series of cats; their amazing and elegant, sometimes funny and cute, movements.
SS20. Lauren Rudd. $3,500. Handling your Wings of Growth. H50xW40xD40. Fired clay.
This work explores the freedom of working with clay alongside the constraints of building and structure.
The work shows that you can grow, change and break free from the boundaries that surround you.
SS21. Tamara Aurora. $2,200. Rebirth. H45xW45xD45. Fired clay.
This sculpture is an embodiment of the New Earth Gaia, birthing a higher frequency new dimensional earth
via a process of quantum evolution – the conscious co-creating of a divine, healthy, abundant and balanced
earth in perfect harmony with natural lore, and in turn transmuting the artificial construct of time and money into pure divine unconditional love.
SS22. Lily Mercer. $590. Karrak. H30xW14xW14. Fired clay.
Karrak, with her stunning ebony, orange and ruby full feathered frippery, provides me an abundance of
ideas for creating her fabulous form. The delicacy of porcelain lends itself to creating intricate patterns on
her wings and torso, whilst Buff Raku is perfect for sculpting a tree hollow for this beautiful bird. How could
we have allowed Calyptorhynchus banksii naso to join the vulnerable list?
SS23. Richard Aitken. $450. Beyond our grasping hand. H40xW40xD40. Steel railway plate, dog spikes.
In our lives we are always looking for the next moment. Desperate to find the love, freedom, comfort and
happiness that can often seem to be just out of our reach.
SS24. Chris Harding. $480. Blood Moon Rising. H37xW10xD15. Wood and brass.
The Blood Moon eclipse events of 2018 inspired this work. Carved out of the unusual timber of an Illawarra
Flame tree, Brachychiton acerifolius, along with other members of the genus Brachychiton, it is also commonly referred to as a Kurrajong. The piece has been mounted on brass rods rising from ebonised White
Beech timber symbolising its ascent into the night sky.
SS25. Neil Jones. $1,920. Fatty Boombah Dance. H40xW30xD25. Metal , resin.
Starting with an armature and laying on the resin, this guy almost created himself. He’s a big guy and he
looks like he’s having great fun grooving to the music.
SS26. Anita Revel. $750. Take all the time you need. H30xW15xD5. Jarrah, plastic.
This clock reminds you to take all the time you need… It’s a busy world out there. Take time to smell the
roses. Relax, breathe, be mindful, and align yourself to beauty and flow. Take all the time you need...
SS27. James Horsley. $475. Mine. H33xW20xD30. Mild steel.
Inspired by the popular Australian children's movie, this piece is intended to make you smile… and watch
your food.
SS28. Vicky Small. $630. Salt. H50xW25x.D25 Glass, copper, natural fibres, thread, salt crystals.
More than 1 million hectares of land in the south-west of Western Australia is severely affected by dryland
salinity. Salinity poses a serious threat to native species, ecological communities and functioning ecosystems. ‘Salt’ is the beginning of a new series of work exploring the affect of salt on the landscape using glass
and natural fibres to express fragility, and highly salinated water to create salt crystals.
SS29. Brian Golding. $1,200. Nectar. Forged steel, polished, lacquered.
Nectar is a hand forged Blacksmith piece of a Bee foraging in a flower for nectar. Bees are vital for pollination and sustaining the food we eat.

Proudly brought to you by

secretary@dunsboroughprogress.com.au for Arts Festival enquiries

Thank you to our partners and sponsors

admin@sculpturebythebay.com.au for enquiries about Sculpture by the Bay and the Small Sculpture Prize

We hope you had a great time
Finished with the program? Recycle it at the Sales Tent

